A Statement from the Celtic FC Supporters Association
Celtic are now in a position where we cannot compete with mediocre middle of the
table English clubs when attempting to buy
players and that is a damning indictment on
the ability of our directors to take this club
forward. The directors are constantly tellIn response to that, the PLC chairman
ing us that we have a fan base of “several
stated the very next day that we would need million” - their words not ours. How do
The failure to provide the manager with
to operate a sell before we buy policy.
they propose to tap into that worldwide
any funds to help improve our first team
support in an attempt to provide the money
squad displays a complete contempt for the
The Celtic support cannot understand that it would take to help us compete consiswishes of the supporters who had hoped we policy and feel that we have been mislead.
tently well on the European stage?
would be able to build on the relative sucOver the summer the PLC board have been
cess of last season’s UEFA cup run but, yet
happy to sit back and let us believe that we We feel that the present Board have neither
again, as has so often been the case we have
would make some signings, they banked the the leadership nor the ambition to take our
failed to capitalise on our past success and season ticket money then hit us with the
Club forward and by their all-consuming
are now in danger of going backwards.
bombshell that there is no money available policy of reducing the debt to the detriment
for players.
of the quality in the first team we believe
We are of the opinion that in Martin
they are not acting in the best interests of
O’Neill we have one of the finest managers We understand that in the current ecothe Club.
in European football but that he is effecnomic climate that money is tight and the
tively now having to work with both hands
days of the multi million pound buys are
tied behind his back. Since our knock-out at fast coming to an end and we are not asking It would appear that there is a lack of communication between the manager and the
the 2001 group stages of the Champions
the board to lead our club to bankruptcy.
boardroom. Are we to run the risk of losing
League, Martin O’Neill has spoken of his
But we did invest over £30 million pounds
our manager because of the board’s lack of
need to “add more quality” to the squad.
in ticket money and £11.4 million in merambition? And if we are who would blame
chandise last season. Is it too much to ask
him for leaving and how would we find a
He followed that up by stating that in last
replacement to work under the constraints
years magnificent UEFA Cup run we were that the board have the wherewithal to
strike
a
proper
balance
between
balancing
placed on them?
“punching above our weight” in almost
the
books
and
ensuring
the
ongoing
success
every
Can the current board demonstrate the exon the football park? Success on the park
Be Jaysus Brian,
leads to increased income pertise to take our club forward? The finanWhat are they on about?
Dermot, I think you’re and raises the profile of cial results would say no. Are we to conSure, don’t we already
tinue haemorrhaging money to pay off overconfusing the fans with the club around the
have fans on the board?
paid executives who don’t see out their apworld. Seville last year
the fannies...
pointments? Are the people responsible for
proved that. Are we to
those appointments to be able to continue
wait another 30 years before
mismanaging our money? The supporters
tasting that success again?
deserve answers, we can no longer be taken
When it comes to backing the
for granted.
club our fans are never found
wanting. Can the same be said Issued by Eddie Toner, General Secretary, on
of the PLC board of directors? behalf of the Celtic Supporters Association.
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round and expressed his desire to add to the
squad. Even as recently as the night of our
game in Budapest he indicated that he was
exploring various options to “freshen things
up”.
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F

ollowing the closure of the transfer window until January, The
Celtic FC Supporters Association
would like to express our dismay
at the lack of ambition shown by the board
of directors at Celtic PLC.
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CSA Statement

By Southsider
No trophies and the huns won the treble. So why didn’t it feel so bad?
I’m sure we still never looked at a newspaper for a few days after they had lifted
the silverware but it never hurt like it used to. Not like that sinking feeling when
you knew they were 10 to 15 points better over the season and you knew they
would spend more during the summer.
Celtic arrived on the big stage last season in the way we’ve all been hoping they
would for the past 20 years. We should never accept gallant defeat, that’s not what
it was, it was more than that. Rough estimates are put at 500 million viewers for
Celtic taking Porto right to the last in Seville. Despite the disappointment of going
out of the Champions League so early, despite coming up against teams from the
top of La Liga, the Bundesliga and the English Premiership we made it to the
UEFA Cup Final. And despite being the underdogs, unfamiliar with the sweltering
heat, going down to ten men, going behind twice and with a referee so easily taking
in by Porto’s playacting, we still forced it right to the end. The players gave everything and incredibly our support took up every seat in the stadium not allocated to
Porto fans or UEFA salad-dodgers. I don’t think any of those 500 million could
have missed the emotion and passion our fans and players displayed that night.
We have to move on and build on it so we can look back on it as good memories
and not a blip in our pre-2003 European campaigns.
Inevitably our home campaign suffered at the expense of our efforts abroad. Losing the league cup hurt for a while but Hartson bounced right back from missing a
penalty in that game to score a screamer at Anfield. That was the sort of week we
had time and time again as valuable points dropped at Tyncastle in the league were
quickly forgotten when Larsson popped up to score the winner in the UEFA semi
against Boavista. We eventually paid the price for these slip-ups in the league but
it took the huns to the last game of the season to pip us by 1 goal. We always trailed
them but a laboured 1-0 win at Paradise and a classier 2-1 win at Ipox gave them a
real scare in the run in. The effort the players put into our final day 4-0 win at
Rugby Park is testament to the fighting spirit of the players who have proved over
the past 2 seasons that they are not just triers, they’re winners as well.
So here we are facing a new season. Unfortunately it will be Henrik’s last with us.
When I watched him come on for his first game at Easter Road years back, never
did I think he would have such a massive impact on our team. We should savour
this last season watching Ghod play up front for us. Maybe not as skilful as Di
Canio or as flashy as Charlie Nick or McAvennie but all round the best striker I’ve
seen at Celtic Park and I’ve seen some good ‘uns over the past 20 years.
Our last season with Henrik Larsson, The Magnificent Seven, The Celtic Legend.
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The article the Celtic View would not print
After all the glamour and excitement of last season, particularly in our
fantastic UEFA cup campaign, we were brought back down to earth big
time by chairman Brian Quinn's statement on our financial position.

by coach in not recognising the hard work that convenors do in running clubs all over the UK and Ireland.

The powers at be keep telling us we are the greatest
fans in the world, Martin O'Neill has said on a number of occasions how
important the away fans are to the team, so hopefully the complaints and
problems a number of clubs are having will be dealt with in a prompt
and professional manner.

Taking in all that he said the most disturbing comments were that the
fans should have no expectations of money being spent on players. It is a
It would be rather amiss of me not to wish Brian Scott all the best for the
case of sell before we buy. This I have to say is one of the most arrogant
future giving the club a great service for 25 years. Good luck, Brian.
announcements I have heard from any person holding a top position
Last but not least if Martin O'Neill has any doubts about our backing for
within Celtic F.C.
him I can assure him it is firmly in place and we know who the guilty
It is totally unacceptable that he takes us for mugs along with the other
people are in not supporting you.
members of the PLC board. We are not unaware of the club's monetary
position and understand there has to be some restraint. Giving the whole by Peter Rafferty - Association of Affiliated CSC's (from the internet)
hearted way the supporters have spent their hard earned cash in season
books, filling the stadium for all home games in the SPL and Europe,
supporting the half time draw, Celtic Pools and catering, buying more
jerseys and other club merchandise from our official outlets in record
Most of you are probably still in shock after Celtic announced losses
amounts.
of £11.7m for last year. Like me, you would have been thinking:

Seville - where did the money go?

Adding to that the new black strip, the 3 game Euro package at £75 plus
an instalment on season books all at the same time it is a total disgrace
that no funding will be provided for Martin O'Neill to improve the squad
for the upcoming Champions League games.

what about Seville? How could we lose that much while qualifying
for the UEFA Cup Final?

The truth is not as bad as it seems. At Xmas, having failed to qualify
for the Champions League, the club posted a half-year loss of £5.6m
and had net debts of £24m. By the end of the season, while the loss
After all the success of the team and our spending power which we give had increased by another £6m or so, those debts were back down
freely in overall support for our club and to appear not to understand and to just under £18m. So what’s going on here?

appreciate this is forgivable in the eyes of the supporters. The PLC board
should not take us for granted in dealing with our emotions on not supporting our ambitions or the manager and players to compete at the highest possible level.

It’s useful to consider the operating profit, which reflects day-to-day
cash in from tickets, merchandising etc, less cash out in player
wages and other costs. At Xmas, we were only breaking even compared to a profit of £7m in the previous half-year because of the Basle games. However in the 6 months since, Celtic made an operatWe tasted the Euro experience and like it particularly our younger fans
ing profit of £6.5m compared to an operating loss of £1.5m in the
who never had the chance to see the team playing in these arenas before. same period last year, a turnaround of £8m.

They have heard about the Lisbon Lions etc from their fathers or even
grandfathers. Now they have been to Seville and other Euro destinations
they want more of the same and for Mr Quinn to be so negative in his
approach beggars belief.
The team's performances are what it is all about. We have not won
enough SPL championships etc to be complacent.
Martin O'Neill has already giving us as many trophies in 3 years as we
won in the 1990's so he should get complete backing in his efforts to
strength the squad.

The turnaround was due to a jump in turnover from £20.5m to
£30.5m. This £10m jump reflects the Seville effect in terms of TV
money (circa. £5m), extra merchandise sales (some £2.5m) and
tickets (another £2.5m). Unfortunately, expenses were up over £2m
to £24m - probably because of player bonuses - hence the net gain
from Seville was £8m.
So how does a £6.5m operating profit in the half-year turn into a
£6m overall loss? The major differences were in the write-down of
player transfer fees (£5m) and a change in the accounting treatment of past losses for tax purposes (£5.9m). It is worth noting that
these items do not reflect any cash going in and out of the club. This
is not to say they aren’t important - it would be nice to earn enough
operating profit to recoup transfer fees, and to use past losses to
offset future tax bills - but I feel the important thing to note is that
the Seville generated a healthy wedge of cash for the club.

One of the reasons getting new players was to reduce the average age in
the dressing room. Maybe we should look to do the same on the PLC
board and get younger top class businessmen that meet the criteria of
bringing new finances to the club and not totally rely on us and take the
club onto meet the challenges that a major football club have on the way
This cash has been used to pay down debt. This had crept up from
to be successful.
I read with interest the pay off nearly £800,000 to ex Chief Executive,
Ian McLeod - no wonder we cannot find money for players. It seems a
high price to pay for such a short stay without seeing any real benefit
from time in office.
A lot has been written about the new façade for the front of the main
stand and the new dressing room facilities etc, which has to be admired,
so the club can hold European finals at Parkhead but it seems a Catch 22
situation when the PLC board will not give the manager funding to reach
this stage.
Again there is a new format for away ticket allocations introduced for
this season and like any new system it is having teething problems with
our travel clubs.
There has to be more consideration about the problems. A lot of clubs
are experiencing with ballots, second ballots and in the Patrick Thistle
case, a public sale.
With our away games being televised with an early kick off it is not
helpful to convenors who are trying to cut their losses getting to these
fixtures so, if possible, some review could be put in place to look at
these problems would be appreciated by all concerned.
Probably the biggest fault is the club does not seem to be interested in
our clubs for the first time ever. The renewal forms for season books did
not include a section for supporters clubs making us all individuals.
Now I believe this to be extremely disrespectful to those fans that travel
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£16m at the start of last season to £24m by Xmas, mainly because of
£5m spent signing new players and another £1.5m in installments
on existing players. Without Seville, if the previous season is anything to go by, we would have had to borrow another £1.5 just to
cover operating losses but as it was
Seville brought this back to under £18m.
Looking forward, the question is how much money does Martin have
to spend? Last year we had a bit less in debt but that didn't stop
£5m of new signings. An interesting fact from the Report and Accounts is that even after getting to the UEFA Cup Final, our TV revenue was down compared to the previous year! Looked at another
way, we could be out of Europe by Xmas and still have the same TV
money!! Maybe I'm being a bit optimistic but reading Quinn's statements, there did seem some leeway once we got into the Champions League. That said, whoever it is will have to be top quality, not
least to fill the gap when Lambert and Larsson leave. Perhaps they
are saving the pennies to cover the costs of suitable replacements
who won’t come cheap. In any case, Quinn and O'Neill can be
counted on to keep their cards tight to their chests, with the press
being the last to know. Don’t rule anything out and watch this
space!
P.S. Another interesting fact from the Report and Accounts: The
number of new home strips sold in the month before Seville 65,000 - was the same as the number of the old strip sold in the
whole of the previous 2 years.

Article by a member of the Heriot Watt University CSC

Class system rules at Celtic Park

S

ince its inception into Scottish society in 1888 Celtic Football Club has been a working class club for working class
people.

Why?

racy’. For a start the idea that we have any kind of democracy at
the club is itself an illusion with the PLC board exerting a control
over the club that is probably as strong and as dictatorial as it
ever was. Witness the rubber-stamping, albeit with a small minority of dissenters, of most of the PLC recommendations at subsequent AGM’s.

I am of the belief that the vast majority of Celtic supporters are
opposed to the way tickets are distributed by the club and I think
it is deplorable that we have a “right to buy” two-tier system in
operation. Indeed it sounds very much like the kind scheme that
the Tories would have been proud of initiating.

There now exists at Celtic Park a new breed of supporter commonly known as “middle class w*nkers” (MCW’s), or to put it
more politely in the words of a former Irish international at Man
Utd, “the prawn sandwich brigade”. These are the guys that
come to Celtic Park on match day and sit with their hands under
their arses just to keep them warm. These are also the people
who are guaranteed tickets for the big games i.e. important
matches like the one last season in Liverpool (UEFA Cup Quarter Final). These supporters didn’t get the tickets because they
deserved them or because they travelled to previous games in
Europe. NO - they got the tickets because they could afford to
pay inflated prices for the “privilege” that had been provided
them when Wee Fergus introduced a class system at Celtic Park.

I propose that we as Celtic Supporters get our act together and
use whatever power we have to try and influence the decisions
taken by the club. There must be thousands of fans out there that
feel the same way because this is a subject that pops up on every
Internet forum or message board that is Celtic related.

Well the reason being is that this
doesn’t fit in with Celtic PLC’s
When I say ‘working class people’ I mean the bhoys and ghirls
new ethos or public image. In an
who have followed Celtic through the good and the bad times and effort to increase the amount of
who have done so on a limited budget. I mean the majority who big business investors and
go out and work a 40 hour + week so they can go to the football MCW’s coming through the
on a Saturday afternoon.
gates at Paradise the people in
charge at Celtic Park decided
I feel now though that the club we support has turned its back on that we needed a make-over.
the true supporters, on the people who were there in the late 80’s
early 90’s when things weren’t going well and the club battled
I liken Celtic to the Labour Party in the way that it might be aragainst bankruptcy.
gued that the Labour Party was once a working class party but
over the years it lost it’s radicalism and eventually became New
When the “Bunnet” arrived in 1994 he promised great things.
Labour and ditched its working class roots and its working class
Granted he delivered on what he promised through the share is- supporters. And just as the Labour Party still has that element
sues that we bought in our thousands - a brand new stadium and who stick with it through thick and thin despite every political
a successful team. But in my opinion this all came at a cost that principle that their party ever stood for being abandoned, so too
meant much more than money.
does Celtic have an element that will stay loyal to the PLC
board –ANY CELTIC PLC BOARD – as long as they profess
Despite the new stadium and the increased numbers of season
themselves to be ‘one of us’, ‘Celtic men’, etc etc… you know
ticket holders something of the heart of Celtic was ripped out
the script by now.
when McCann gave us our new-fangled ‘share-owning democ-

There are numerous ways in which we could exert some influence whether that is through Internet forums, fanzines, and supporter clubs or even by some form of direct action against the
PLC itself.

Further I feel that any serious initiative to address these inequalities would be very likely to get the backing of the Celtic Supporters Association. The CSA already supports initiatives like that of
the Celtic Supporters Trust to further democratise the club. It’s
In my opinion it is in part the operation of this class system at
Celtic Park that has torn the heart out of the club that I love and clear however that we need something more than the Celtic Trust
to take us where we really want to be as supporters of this club
the club that the readers of this fanzine love.
with its unique identity and history. I have on numerous occasions visited the CSA site and I have been heartened to see that
But ticket allocation inequalities are of course only part of the
they too harbour the same feelings as many of us in relation to
overall problem. Appealing to a new class of “footy” supporter
the way the Celtic board have continually rode roughshod over
(with an eye to corporate inthe views and feelings of our most loyal supporters. I would like
vestment and the big TV
to see the CSA take the leadership of a campaign to re-establish
money as well) is what much
of the so called ‘anti-sectarian’ the true identity of our club and to make a forceful case for the
proper representation of supporters on the club board.
drive has been all about. The
atmosphere inside Celtic Park
And let’s not stop there. Supporters’ representatives on the board
has all but been destroyed by
at Celtic should be seen only as a precursor to our ultimate goal
diktats from on-high about
which songs we can and can’t of achieving real power at our club. That will only come when
sing. Top of the banned list are the supporters themselves make the decisions, rather than the
bankers and businessmen who regard Celtic as a plaything and
the songs, political views and
just another notch in their portfolio of investments.
general paraphernalia of the
Republican-minded element of
By The Big Fella
the support.
TÁL

One step forward...

ship because
Martin O’Neill
could
offer
nothing better
than a loan
deal and a
promise that we’d maybe sign the player at the end of the
season ‘all going well and finances permitting’! Does this
sound like a team that reached a European final at the end
of last season? McFadden was said to have been heartbroken that the deal to take him to Celtic fell through, having
held a family party that weekend to celebrate his apparent
transfer to Celtic, only to be told that Everton had made an
offer to take him to England that bettered our loan offer by
£1 million. As press reports subsequently suggested, his
manager at Motherwell, the ex-hun & Ingerlund captain
Terry Butcher, was quite literally laughing up his sleeve at
the deal offered by Celtic for the player and was more than
happy to see him snatched from under our noses by David
Moyes.

As we go to print we’ve
just recorded a victory
over rangers and are
sitting at the top of the
SPL just one point
ahead of the forces of
darkness. It looks like
being the same old
story in Scotland with
the also-rans almost
out of it already. ‘Same old same old’ too with referees regarding the weird and wonderful decisions that they come
up with when they officiate at our matches – witness the
sending off of Didier Agathe if any further proof were
needed that we’re not paranoid, they really are out to get
Off the park the
us!
PLC board’s relaIn Europe the story is ‘so far so good’ – a narrow defeat to tionship with the
Bayern Munich after dominating the game in Germany and ordinary Celtic supa great result at home to Lyon has set things up well for the porters continues to
rest of the group matches in the Champions League. With be an adversarial
home results being the key this could be our best chance to one. Brian Quinn
reach the second stage of the competition. It’s no more was only too happy
than Martin O’Neil and his squad deserve after the heroics recently to bask in
the praise that was
of last season’s
heaped upon our
UEFA Cup run.
fans by UEFA
What should have
when they awarded us the prestigious Fair Play award, yet
been
rewarded
he and the other board members still won’t allow Celtic
with further investsupporters to be represented in the boardroom. Their rement in the squad
jection of the Celtic Trust proposal for a fans’ representahas met with a
tive showed the contempt that they really hold us in.
miserable
response from the
The leadership that they are offering to the club is neither
our biggest sharemodern nor ambitious enough for a club the size and statholder
Dermot
ure of Celtic. The latest rumour doing the rounds regard“Terry Thomas” Desmond and the bank manager’s bank ing the transfer policies of the PLC board is that the manmanager Brian ‘Scrooge’ Quinn doing their utmost it would ager may have to sell in order to buy. This despite an apseem to spoil the Spirit of Seville with their over scrupulous parent windfall of £10 million that will be accrued as a reapproach to financial matters. Indeed, as other articles in sult of the team playing in the first group stage of the
this issue of TAL point out, the prudence of the board is al- Champions League. Is this any better than the alleged tawmost unfathomable at a time when our pedigree in Europe dry deal offered by Fergus McCann to Davie Hay when he
has increased ten-fold and the potential saleability of Celtic was our Chief Scout that he could share in the profits of
as a worldwide brand has rarely been better.
any players that he found for Celtic when they moved on to
another club?
Nothing better illustrates the apparent lack It is clear that two separate share offers have borne little
of ambition of those fruit in relation to the fans having a greater say in the runthat run our club than ning of our club dethe way that James spite the promises at
McFadden of Mother- the time of a ‘sharewell slipped through holders democracy’ a
our fingers because of la Maggie Thatcher.
the return to the biscuit What we got in fact
tin mentality of those was the replacement
who hold the purse of an autocracy by a
strings at Celtic Park. bureaucracy – one
A player who was step forward, two
surely easily within our steps back. As the
financial reach was al- saying goes in Glaslowed to leave Scot- gow, ‘They saw you
land for Everton and coming mate!’
the English PremierBy Talman
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Hide your Celtic tattoos –
You could be in breach of copyright!!
I thought this might interest a few of you as I know Bar 67
is popular with TÁL-minded Celtic Supporters. If any of
you have been around the Gallowgate in the past few weeks
you would have noticed that the front of the pub recently got
a well-deserved facelift - the building was painted in the
hoops and it looks fantastic.
Some nicely appropriate art work was also added to the
hoops on the outside - 2 Celtic crests one of which incorporates the badge of the supporters club based at Bar 67 Spirit of Freedom CSC. No doubt this make-over cost the
lads at Bar 67 a few ££’s. It now transpires that Celtic ordered the proprietor to remove the Celtic crests from the
front of the building as, according to the club, it is ‘in breach
of copyright law’.
This is disgusting behaviour by the commercial department
of Celtic Football Club. The club is not doing itself any favours by targeting one of the most popular Celtic bars in
Glasgow. Celtic PLC seem to forget that WE are the club;
the crest may well be ‘copyrighted’, but the reality is that the
club badge and images belong to everyone that calls themselves Celtic supporters, not just those that seek to profit
from it. A bar or a CSC using the crest is hardly the same as
someone who uses it for financial gain through unofficial
merchandising.
What’s next? Perhaps the PLC should ‘copyright’ the year
1967 as well, thereby making all those born in the year that
we won the European Cup ‘illegals’?
Or maybe they should start scanning fans on their way into
the ground and demand that arms are amputated if they happen to have a club crest tattoo!? !

A Night to Remember?
Sadly no-one from TÁL was available to attend Andy
Goram’s £50-a-head benefit dinner recently held at the
Stormont Hotel, Belfast. Andy, who was once pictured in
his basement den proudly displaying his collection of loyalist paraphernalia, was in good company though because,
according to the Belfast Newsletter of 11th September, the
night was organised by none other than the Sash-singing
former chairman of Rangers FC, Donald Findlay QC.

That’s Entertainment!
Supporters attending the pre-season friendly match between
rangers and their kissing cousins from Linfield were treated
to pre-match entertainment from a loyalist flute band. The
band continued to strut their stuff across the pitch even as
the teams warmed up. Conveniently the flute band have an
array of photographs of the occasion on their website for all
to see. Strange that I don’t remember reading any reports of
this apparent display of sectarian bigotry from the usual suspects in the Scottish media. Can you imagine the outrage if a
republican flute band were to play before a Celtic match?

Out of the Ashes...
Seen the Phoenix Natural Gas adverts in the north of Ireland
yet? The ads feature the chorus of the old George Michael
number, "Freedom!" in the background. Then the lass in the
ad goes to her door - and it's got a stained glass Sunburst
flag! Obviously, this advert clearly promotes republican terrorism and should be banned under the Prevention of Terrorism Act (1989).
From the Phoenix Natural Gas website - ‘Freedom’
The 50 second television advertisement, instantly recognisable by the sound
of the George Michael track Freedom, identifies all of those 'freedoms'
experienced with natural gas. Freedom from never having to order fuel,
freedom from volatile fuel prices, freedom from the mess of coal fires,
freedom to have controllable cooking….
The Green Mole

“Barca: A People's Passion” by Jimmy Burns
Reviewed By Celtic Hardcore
Before reading this book I knew obviously that Barca was a
massive club but I never knew just how central the football
team was to the Catalan community, this goes back to the days
of Franco's dictatorship in Spain when all opposition from the
various regions of Spain wasn't accepted, and the fiercely
proud Catalan people suffered as much as anyone under the
fascist regime, this mirrored the situation that the region's top
football team FC Barcelona faced their fierce rivals Real Madrid
where the establishment team and they enjoyed the successes
this title brought with it.
It didn't take long in the book to find some interest from a republican point of view this came in the first chapter when the
author travelled with a group of Barca Ultras on a coach to Valencia for the clubs Spanish cup final against Mallorca, the author was surveying the scene on the bus when he noticed the
Irish Tricolour flying in the back window alongside a Catalan
flag the author asked the fans why they flew the tricolour to
which the reply came " The Irish have been engaged in a struggle for liberation for centuries just like the people of Catalonia",
the Barca lads then put on a republican video " Moving Hearts "
showing volunteers patrolling West Belfast and South Armagh
much to the pleasure of the travelling Ultras.
Another misconception I had about the Barca faithful was that
after centuries of fascist rule the fans would be 100% anti fash,
this isn't true though although the Group featured in the book "
Pena Almogavers" are committed left wingers, there is another
group whom the Almogavers split from due to their right wing
leanings the "Boixos Nois" who sit in the opposite end one of
the Ultras explains " when I first started going to games I stood
with the Boixos who used to give all for Barca and Catalonia,
now they're just a group of fascist boneheads who bring disgrace on the club"
When I first read the authors introduction to the book I was curious as to how someone born in Madrid to English parents happened to become a fan of FC Barcelona, indeed his grandparents house where he spent his early years was on the same Madrid avenue as the Bernabeu, but he soon explains he became a
fan of Barca for the same reason he didn't follow Real because
of the clubs politics, stating as he grew older he "became conscious of the clubs links to Franco's regime and knew he
wanted no part in supporting it", also saying after he moved to
England in his schooldays he used to spend the holidays in
Catalonia. He also tells of one of his most moving moments as a
Barca fan when working for Yorkshire TV filming on the "new
Spain" emerging after Franco's death " Nothing impressed me
more than the scenes in a packed Nou Camp packed with fans
of Barca and Athletic Bilbao before a league match waving both
the Catalan and Basque national flags and expressing slogans
and singing songs banned since after the end of the Spanish
civil war".
Also we as Celtic fans aren't the only ones who enjoy ourselves
in Seville, the author explains how many Catalans descend from
Andalucians who travelled North in search of work in the early
20th century and this leads to a party which goes on into the
night whenever Barca play in Seville against either Betis or
Sevilla.
Burns also tells of a system of presidential elections for electing club presidents which I think is unique to Spanish Football,
as seen in the recent David Beckham transfer saga, candidates
often make the electorate promises of star names coming into
the club to boost their vote. In Barca's case there are over
95,000 members, season ticket holders and socios registered
to vote. Included in this list is the Pope who is an honorary
member of the club and fittingly on this point Barca have an indoor chapel in the Nou Camp for the players to worship if they
want, though I'm not sure if Pope John Paul voted in the recent
election at the Nou Camp, so next time anyone sees someone
selling a 'Pope's 11' scarf outside Celtic Park you can point
them in the direction of the Nou Camp, unless the PLC board
offer the Pontiff a seat on the Celtic board first.
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The Celtic Writers Group are a committed group of
Celtic supporters who come from a broad background of our support. The Group are not afraid to
challenge those who attack our club and should be
seen as a breath of fresh air enabling the Celtic support to discuss and debate the issues that effect us
and what we hold dear as Celtic fans.

frightened to do anything other than agree with it on the grounds
that to question it in any way leaves them open to being branded
a bigot themselves. Such conformity does Scottish society no
good whatsoever. So much for the new Scotland.

So let’s get back to definitions. To start the debate here are some
observations. Singing about being ‘up to your knees in Fenian
blood’ is sectarian; singing ‘God Save the Queen’ and ‘Rule Britannia’ is not. These songs express political views of unionism
and conservatism with which I don’t agree and which I find repulsive, but they cannot be said to be sectarian. I do not agree
Sandra White MSP that pubs which display pictures of
Sectarianism: ‘Scotland’s Shame’ or with
known members of loyalist organisations are, by definition, enScotland’s blame game?
couraging ‘sectarianism’. They may well be, but not because
they support the politics of loyalism. Any songs which are antiRecently, a committee of the Scottish Executive heard represenProtestant are sectarian – I cannot offer an example here because
tations from various people, including the Assistant Chief ConI have not heard any songs which could be interpreted that way
stable of Strathclyde Police, on the issue of whether sectarianism
sung at Celtic Park in many a long year. Any songs which exshould be considered as an additional motivation or aggravation
press support for Irish Republicanism are not sectarian. I underfor assault charges. It was proposed that such offences should be
stand that they express political views which some or many peoseparately considered and penalised. I also heard last week that
ple do not agree: but they are not sectarian.
Sandra White MSP now wants pubs which are ‘sectarian’ to be
refused licences. As I listened to the various worthies discussing The IRA is an organisation (and it has changed in numerous ways
this very topical issue, two unanswered questions began to bother over the decades) which many people detest. However, there are
me greatly. First, what do they actually mean by sectarianism?
many other people who support the right of people to arm themIndeed Roseanna Cunningham the SNP MSP (who has a legal
selves when democratic means are denied them and who believe
background) raised this very question in terms of how any prothat this is the history of British-Irish relations. Again, I cannot
posed legislation should be framed. The second question was, if agree that having a juke box which contains songs about Bobby
we don’t actually record these figures now (since there is curSands is sectarian in any way. Ms White may not like it, or agree
rently no separate offence), on what do groups like Nil by Mouth with it, but Bobby Sands is regarded by many thousands of peobase their assertions that this is an important and growing prob- ple in many countries as an outstandingly brave and honourable
lem. What are they referring to?
man. He was an elected member of the British Parliament and
there are numerous streets and avenues called after him across
If the thing they’re talking about is the level of violent crimes
the globe. The reasonable and valid argument that people are
which are reported after football matches, then do we not need to
entitled to peacefully hold political views regardless of how unlook at the figures a bit more closely? What are the average levpopular they might be seems to be getting lost in all of this. The
els of assaults/disturbances on a Saturday night throughout the
message appears to be, ‘we are only prepared to tolerate you if
towns and cities of Scotland? How do these vary in relation to
you keep your views to yourself’.
whether there has been a football match or are they relevant to
which teams are playing? Are they a weekday phenomenon or is I have some sympathy with the view that football grounds are not
it just at weekends that ‘sectarians’ come out to play? Who are
the best arena for displaying political solidarity with any cause
the main perpetrators and victims of these crimes? Is an incident and am not given to singing about anything other than Celtic at
between rival fans only sectarian if it involves Celtic and/or
most games. However, it is undoubtedly fact that football
Rangers? Is any incident involving Celtic or Rangers fans sectar- matches and other sporting occasions have been used many times
ian by definition? I don’t know the answers to all of these ques- and in many countries to show political solidarity and dissension:
tions but if I was running a credible campaign like Nil by Mouth the clenched fist display of the black American athletes at the
aspire to I would expect to be able to answer them. Instead, all
1968 Mexico Olympics in support of Black Power, the red cards
we hear from Nil by Mouth and their cheerleaders is how we
Celtic fans showed Thatcher on her visit to the Scottish Cup Final
should start throwing people out of football grounds because we in 1988, more recently, during the World Cup it was reported by
don’t like what they sing.
the BBC that ‘football (in Iran) has definitely become a vehicle
for thinly-disguised social and even political protest against their
There appears to be now a consensus in public debate that sec(the Ayatollahs) rule’. What about our own club custodians distarianism is a major problem; that we all know what it means,
playing recruiting posters for the British Army inside Celtic Park
that is it inextricably linked to football in general and the Old
in the early 1990s?
Firm in particular, and that it is even-handed in its effects. However, before we start trying to lock people up, refuse them the
Also, what about the overtly political acts which are carried out
liquor licenses which provide their livelihood, or deprive them of at football grounds on a regular basis? We have the flying of the
their right to watch the football team of their choice, should we
Union Jack in a country in which according to respected and
not have some intelligent discussion, and resolution, of these
comprehensive surveys only a small proportion of the population
questions? The unquestioned and, it almost appears, unquestion- regard themselves as British first and foremost. We have the seable campaign against ‘sectarianism’ which is being conducted
lective and highly controversial basis upon which we hold minby everyone from Jack McConnell (‘Old Firm Bigots should be utes’ silences. Is asking Celtic fans to stand in silence to show
Banned for Life says Jack’) to Donald Gorrie to Sandra White to respect to a member of the British royal family not a political
Glasgow City Council to Nil by Mouth is, ironically, being con- act? Is showing respect for the innocent American victims of
ducted in such an atmosphere of intolerance that most people are mass murder but not the innocent Iraqi/Iranian/Kosovan/Chilean/
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Nicaraguan/ (insert country of choice) victims of American or
Irish theme bar. Even Scotland accepts Irish theme bars now.
American-sponsored mass murder not a political act? Don’t even Football club’s these days have to work hard to stand out a little
mention Ireland.
and if there’s an Irish Diaspora out there all the better. Package
the club’s identity and sell it under the banner of ‘heritage’.
I, and many others, am happy to engage in a debate about what
Manchester United are fast becoming nothing more than a vehithe appropriate behaviour should be at football matches or any
cle for making money. Why not us too? Leprechauns are loved
other public place, but lets have a some serious debate about
the world over, ‘surely they are, surely, begorrah’. Everybody
what it is that ‘sectarianism’ really is and lets not get worked up likes a pint of stout.
into a frenzy about new and bigger penalties for offences which
we have yet to define.
Get real. Irish Catholics founded Celtic, played for Celtic and
supported Celtic. The grand children and great grand children of
Written by a member of ‘The Celtic Writer’s Group’
this community in Scotland represent the very heart and soul of
Celtic. Without this recognition and these identities Celtic isn’t
Celtic but a new creation wearing Celtic’s green and white
hoops.

Packaging our history :
selling our soul?

In its beginning, Celtic provided money to feed the poor in the
immediate vicinity of the east end of Glasgow and became a
symbol for Irish Catholics in the west of Scotland. The club
helped give a community self-respect and encouraged them to
hold our heads up amidst much deprivation, degradation and hostility. The Irish responded by making Celtic part of their very
being. Today, songs sung by the Celtic support like ‘The Fields
of Athenry’ and ‘Let the People Sing’ are reminders of the roots
and the identity of Celtic and its dedicated fans.

We’ve inherited something unique in Scotland and amongst the
Irish worldwide. The space in my life that is Celtic is where I
can be Irish and express this through standing shoulder to shoulder with friends and relations in the face of adversity. That’s the
way it always has been. If Celtic changes then our very being is
changed, our heart and soul are sold off and only remembered as
green coloured packages to be bought in the many Celtic Shops
for Celtic Plc.

For those who wish to change us, I say, ‘go and support another
club’, ‘go and work for another club’. There’s plenty in Scotland
But Celtic has never been closed minded. We have always been that have a different history and identity to us. I have no problem
an open club and never discriminated against non-Irish Catholic with them. I have no problem with you; English, Brazilian, Chiplayers or fans just because they weren’t the same as us – what- nese, British, Protestant, Atheist, Agnostic, proud to wear a kilt,
ever that might mean? Celtic has always been the standard bearer like to sing Greensleeves, or a supporter of rampant capitalism. I
don’t believe in any kind of pure identity – that’s cultural fasfor Irish Catholic immigrants in Scotland but those not of that
cism. If you come to our club your welcome. But surely those
background have always been welcome to support us.
identities are for outside of the Celtic environment? It seems odd
that such people might want to change us? Why us? Why not
However, a question has been emerging since the days of Mr
McCann. Are some Celts embarrassed about our Irish and Catho- Partick Thistle, Liverpool or Barcelona? Let’s change ‘Catalan’
Barcelona. Now wouldn’t that be a good idea? Have Celtic and
lic identities?
its fans an identity you don’t like?
These are the primary identities of our club and the vast majority
of the support, although it must be recognised that Celtic and its I know our club isn’t about one identity but it isn’t about a thoufans aren’t mainly Catholic in the sense that we’re part of the in- sand and one identities either. I do know that since day one and
in terms of the very rationale of why we exist, Irish and Catholic
stitutional Church nor are we Irish in the sense that we are the
have had a special meaning to Celtic and its fans that they simply
same as the Irish who have been born and brought up in Iredon’t for any other football club. That makes Celtic unique.
land.
The ideals and dreams of Celtic’s founders and first supporters
Have such critics no sense of history (unless its written to suit
should not be thrown-away for some false idea of Celtic being a
themselves)? The media, politicians, representatives of other
football clubs, Scotland’s football authorities, etc: they’ve all had club for all and sundry. What club is? Barcelona (Catalans)?
Real Sociedad (Basques)? Liverpool (Scouse working class)? St
a go at us. Our songs, our symbols, our flags, our colours, our
Pauli (leftist, anti-racist and anti-fascists)? Maybe Man Utd in
affinities and allegiances to Ireland. In fact, even the schools
many of us attended. The list is endless. Its been going on since the interests of a fast buck? No, even at Man Utd some supporters are fighting against the money mad demons. This is our club.
our club was born. The fact that we’re even here seems unacOur grandfathers and great grandfathers have given us something
ceptable.
to be proud of. Our traditions, heritage and identity are not for
Do we have to CHANGE the nature and identities of Celtic and sale. At least not for the real supporters of Celtic.
its fans to be accepted? Do Celtic fans require to change one
hundred years of identity to suit new Celtic people who don’t like In 1887/88 our community celebrated its roots, heritage and identity by giving birth to Celtic Football Club. In 1967 this immisome of the ‘old’ ways and prefer some ‘new’ ones instead?
grant community in Scotland gained the respect of the football
Maybe they even think they can give the traditional Celtic fans
(the offspring of those the club was founded for) a bit of a con- world by winning the world’s premier club trophy. In 1988 we
cession? That concession goes along the line of ‘you don’t have celebrated these facts with a wonderful double. Hopefully this
to forget Ireland: you can sing a few (acceptable) songs, even fly community, and those who wish to share in our team’s glories
regardless of background, have many more celebrations to come.
your flag now and again (at most grounds), and you will be
‘allowed’ to refer to the ‘proud origins’ of your club, your fami- We don’t need to deny our identity, suit the whims of fashion or
dilute our rich traditions because some of our support or employlies and community. But keep it to ‘heritage’. ‘Keep it plasees have decided to sell our soul. Sell your own soul, not mine.
tic’.
Celtic belongs to us, and those who for 90 minutes want to share
The ideal scenario might be that Celtic’s Catholic identity disap- something with us.
pears along with the rest of Christianity in Scotland and the club
By The Celtic Writers Group
and the fan’s Irishness are constructed something similar to an
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FC Sankt Pauli
… selling their soul, losing their heart, splitting the fan

O

M

nly 2 years ago there was an article in
TAL after St Pauli beat Bayern Munich in the Bundesliga’s top league 2:1 at
home. Unfortunately, at the end of the same
season 2001/02, St. Pauli were relegated after
spending only one year in the Bundesliga’s
top tier. The season 2002/03 must rank as
being among the biggest horrors in the life of
any St. Pauli-Supporter. No team to speak of,
trouble in the boardroom for months, firing
and hiring managers and players, being in
last place before the winter break, fighting
back from January to April but being relegated from Bundesliga 2 in May. We have
had the 2 worst seasons in the last 19 years.
In the last 2 years we won only 10 out of 66
games, played 20 ties and lost 36 games.

ore and more people are annoyed by
the chairman and the club and how
they sell the image of St. Pauli and what the
supporters were famous for. Everything
which has been criticised by the supporters
was answered with „we need the money“, „
everything is fine the club has been saved“ but the political activist supporters don't want
the selling out of the soul of the club.

T-Shirts being sold at 40 McDonalds
Restaurants. This was the top of the
commercialisation of the Merchandising of
St. Pauli

celebrated manager of Bayern Munich, and
his boardroom colleagues forbade 250 hardcore supporters of Munich the right to buy
season tickets and put 3 supporters clubs on
a banned list. Their only fault was, that they
are “Ultras” and the most active part of the
supporters scene at Bayern Munich. They
have criticised the board of Munich because
of how they sell away tickets, about the
building of a new stadium and they fight
against increased commercialism in football. Supporters-Supporters showed solidarity to this section of the Bayern supporters
and made banners to express our support,
whilst at the same time the club St. Pauli
and the chairman were actually celebrating
the board of Munich.

N

*

T

ow St. Pauli must play in the 3rd
league of Germany against what appears to be big name teams like Hamburg
SV, Borussia Dortmund, Schalke 04, 1. FC
Cologne and Werder Bremen. But despite the
names we will only have to play their amateur/U23 – ie we play against their reserves/
second teams.

I

f any Celtic supporters wants to come
over for a game take the more exciting
games against Dynamo Dresden, Eintracht
Braunschweig or Rot-Weiss Essen (both
with a big fascist and hooligan following) or
Preußen Münster, Neumünster, Kiel and
Leipzig who will bring more away supporters
and therefore the games are likely to be more
lively.

L

ooking at how things have turned out
from another angle, we are lucky even
to be playing in the 3rd league. At the end of
last season the auditors realised a debt of €2
million €uro. The German Football Association needed to see this hole in our accounts
stuffed or we would have become insolvent
and would have had to start again as a new
club in the 4th league. A big campaign was
founded to save the club under the leadership
of the chairman Littmann (newly elected in
February by the members of FC St. Pauli).
Selling T-Shirts (80.000 have been sold so
far), fundraising, selling season tickets very
early, playing benefit games against Bayern
Munich and our local rivals Hamburg SV and
many more ‚Save St Pauli’ campaigns. We
got the surety of a bank, which meant that we
could pay it back in the end of August. We
got the license for the 3rd league from the
German Football Association, but a lot of
rumours went around within the activists of
the St. Pauli Fan scene and a lot of toads had
to be swallowed.
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e don't seem to have any pride in our
ideals anymore, nobody is rebelling
against things like:

A game against local rivals Hamburg
SV was fixed but in the end it wasn’t
really a “benefit game” at all because HSV
got the money from their ticket sales. Also
this game was titled a “Hamburg Football
Party” and the Mayor of Hamburg, Ole von
Beust from the right-wing party CDU, was
installed as its patron. This mayor Ole von
Beust also made a PR-appearance in the
ticket centre to hand over one season ticket
and was allowed to portray himself as a saviour of FC St. Pauli. The same guy is responsible for a right-wing, anti-social and
repressive political regime in Hamburg,
especially in the St. Pauli area. He is a man
of “law and order”, who has closed down a
lot of social institutions, built up more police, repressive laws and batoned down most
of the latest left-wing marches. Ole von
Beust is the top man of a City that is becoming more cold and more repressive even
than the state of Bayern. And he now stands
in the public’s eye as a ‘man of honour’
who is saving St. Pauli. This is shameful
and many people are mad about it.

he new chairman of St. Pauli has been
working (as a theatre director) and living in the suburb of St. Pauli for many years.
But he is also a good friend of the mayor and
he is clearly trying to change the nature of
the club. He always says that politics and
football must not mix and that people on
marches shouldn't wear clothes with a club
symbol, scarves or hats, yet he is responsible
for installing a right-wing CDU Mayor (who
is a politician) as a patron and saviour of our
club.

T

he supporters scene of St. Pauli is
changing. Less people rebel against
what is happening, more people just want to
see football and don't care about politics or
what the club stood for in the past. The active
part of the St. Pauli support has to wake up
and fight this development. If we lose that
fight St. Pauli will go a long way towards
becoming yet another faceless club like a
dozen others in Germany.

B

ack to sport: At the moment we don't
have famous players signed, only unknown and young or talented players. It will
Stupid campaigns like „Drinking for be very hard to come back in professional
St. Pauli“, „Internet surfing for St. football.
Pauli“, a CD of two pop singers Klaus &
ee you at the Champions League
Klaus who have been prostituted at nearly
matches this season.
all north German football teams were proUp the Celts & St.Pauli!
duced.
By Sankt Pauli Anti-Fascist
Around the benefit game against
Bayern Munich (which was a much
appreciated gesture by Bayern) the club
went mad inventing a “friendship” story.
They produced friendship scarves with the
badges of both clubs, T-Shirts for that game
and the chairman Littmann was talking in
the ground to the public and was speaking
of the “beginning of a wonderful friendship.” At the same time Uli Hoeness, the

*
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Just in case you forgot...

The Forces Of Darkness 0

Celtic 1

We can see you sneaking out...
It may not have been a classic match but it was still sweet
as ever to beat rangers at the Reichstag. With a heavily depleted squad Celtic proved that despite appearances to the
contrary on the domestic front last season we still have the
capability to pull a victory out of the bag. Big John Hartson,
who still doesn’t look 100% fit yet, rose to the occasion
scoring the only goal of the match to sink the currant buns
and silence the Copeland Road end - well, let’s face it they
weren’t exactly making a lot of noise anyway, were they?

getting gubbed that these things become more apparent.
Well, I can assure the ladies and gentlemen of the press
and media that it wasn’t that subdued at the Broomlaon
Road end and John Hartson’s goal celebration didn’t lack
passion either!
The Celtic supporters were as usual fantastic at Ibrox and
it was good to see the rangers support getting a wee bit of
their own medicine returned with a good show of banners
and flags in the Celtic end - even one to wind them up
about Man Utd and Abaadeen!

Chris Sutton proved once again what an asset he is to the
club with a superb display in the centre of defence alongBy Gallustair
side Varga, in the absence of our three first choice defenders, Bobo, Thor and Joos. Jackie McNamara as standAye, and they’ve got
by captain proved his worth to the squad with a solid
the cheek to call us
performance. Neil Lennon is often criticised by our
beggars!
own supporters for an apparent lack of effort in some of
his displays for the hoops but it is matches like this one
and those in Europe that the real worth of Lennon can be
seen. He is not the fancy player in midfield but he more than
makes up for that with his terrier like performances, often
sweeping up danger in front of the defence and making the
most skilful opponents seem almost invisible as a result of
the marking job that he does on them.

Honest, it’s no fur wine
it’s fur ma bus ferr!

When Alan Thomson missed the penalty in the first half it
looked like it was going to be another one of those days...
but the Bhoys battled on and a wee bit of magic from Henrik
and a bit of luck going Hartson’s way saw us through to the
win. If anything, we were worth more than just a 1-0 victory.
Interestingly, the press, who usually write nothing but nonsense about the ‘poisonous atmosphere’ of Old Firm encounters, were quick to decry the match for it’s ‘lack of
passion’ and the supporters (surely only one set of them?)
for being ‘unusually subdued’. They’re never satisfied
these people, are they? Or maybe it’s when your team are

Rangers Supremo Denies Cash Crisis at Ibrox
TÁL
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rac·ism noun.
The belief that race accounts for differences
in human character or ability and that a
particular race is superior to others.
Discrimination or prejudice based on race.

sec·tar·i·an adj.

believe that SARI has done itself – and the good name of Ireland’s soccer supporters – a
grave disservice. ok2boo notes,
however, that SARI did not make
any such complaint to UEFA
itself, either officially or unofficially.

mediate closure of Ibrox and Celtic Parks?
Would anybody complain to UEFA? Would the
chief executive of the Scottish Football Association immediately issue a statement against
such acts of ‘racism’, ‘bigotry’ and
‘sectarianism’?
The answer, of course, is NO. Nobody made
any such ludicrous and ill-considered comments
in the media. Instead, everyone connected with
the game accepted it as part and parcel of football. There was no racism, there was no bigotry
and there was no sectarianism – just good, oldfashioned footballing rivalry.

Of, relating to, or characteristic of a sect.
Adhering or confined to the dogmatic limits
of a sect or denomination.

We have also written to Mr. Fran Perhaps the Irish media should take note?
Rooney, Chief Executive of the
FAI, requesting that he withdraw Protect the good name of Ireland
his widely reported comments
and Celtic supporters!
about the ‘racist’ and ‘sectarian’ behaviour of
the Irish supporters at Lansdowne Road. We are
15/08/2003 Response to FAI Statement
happy to meet and discuss this matter with Mr.
Rooney, if it will help clarify our position and
13/08/03 - Press Release
A chara,
that of all Celtic supporters attending Irish
matches.
A chara,
ok2boo has contacted UEFA and can obtain no
confirmation that any investigation of booing at
ok2boo has copied this correspondence to a
I would like to introduce you to a new nonLansdowne has taken place as stated by the
wide cross-section of figures in Irish society,
sectarian, non-racist organisation called
FAI. We do understand that there was a single
and we respectfully request that all recipients
ok2boo, which has just been formed by a group give our views some consideration. If you have personal complaint made to UEFA about Lansof Ireland & Celtic football supporters. ok2boo any further queries please contact us by email at downe Road booing. We also understand that
has been brought into existence to challenge,
comments@ok2boo.com or by post at P.O. Box no referee or UEFA observer has ever made any
and hopefully correct, the entirely false notion 9388, Dublin 14. You might also like to visit
mention to UEFA of booing or problems of any
that fans who jeer or boo at Rangers players
our website at www.ok2boo.com for additional sort after recent Lansdowne Road matches. The
during Irish games are guilty of ‘sectarian’,
implication from the FAI’s statement is that,
information, and where future press releases
‘bigoted’ or ‘racist’ behaviour, as has been alafter a major UEFA investigation into booing at
and comment will also appear.
leged in numerous newspaper articles and on
Lansdowne, UEFA ‘decided not to take discithe nation’s airwaves of late.
plinary action’.
Is mise le meas,

ok2boo Launched

Whether we like it or not, the booing or jeering
of players is an integral part of modern-day
professional football, based, as it usually is, on
rivalry, jealousy or the desire to intimidate an
opponent. It could reasonably be argued that
such treatment is pointless, boorish or even
counter-productive; however, it most certainly
is not ‘racist’, ‘bigoted’ or ‘sectarian’!
A very large number of Ireland supporters also
happen to support Celtic Football Club. Players
of Glasgow Rangers, being Celtic’s oldest,
nearest and deadliest rivals, will always elicit a
negative reaction from Celtic supporters – and
vice versa. ok2boo believes that it is perfectly
reasonable for fans of either team to wish to
whistle at, jeer or boo their rival’s players at
any football match anywhere in the world.

E.F. - Secretary, ok2boo

RACISM OR RIVALRY?
On Saturday 26th July 2003, Rangers FC entertained English Premiership side, Everton, in a
pre-season friendly at Ibrox Park, Glasgow.
One of the Everton players on the pitch that day
was Alan Stubbs, a former Celtic player. On
many occasions when he touched the ball during the game, Alan Stubbs, ex-Celtic player,
was booed and jeered at by the Rangers fans.

(a) What level of investigation took place into
booing at Lansdowne Road?
(b) On what basis did such an investigation into
booing take place – a single complainant?
(c) Identification of the UEFA officials who
took part in the investigation

(d) Publication of the ‘UEFA investigation into
booing at Lansdowne Road’ report and concluSeven days later, on Saturday 2nd August 2003, sions therein.
Celtic FC entertained English Premiership side,
Arsenal, in a pre-season friendly at Celtic Park, We at ok2boo again stress to Mr. Rooney and
the FAI that booing of a Rangers player is not
Glasgow. One of the Arsenal players on the
pitch that day was Giovanni Van Bronckhorst, a racist or sectarian. We refute his repeated assertions that racism and sectarianism is evident at
former Rangers player. On many occasions
when he touched the ball during the game, Gio- Lansdowne Road and we confirm that we will
vanni Van Bronckhorst, ex-Rangers player, was take our case and make our own presentation
directly to UEFA if necessary.
booed and jeered at by the Celtic fans.

Following the decision of the Sport Against
Racism in Ireland (SARI) organisation to
authorise one of its leading members to lodge a
personal complaint with UEFA about the
‘racist’ booing of Rangers players at Ireland
games, ok2boo has contacted the Chief Executive of European football’s governing body, Mr. What did the British media have to say about all
Gerhard Aigner, to explain its position. We
this? Based on the Irish media’s interpretation
of similar actions by supporters here, both
Results of recent OK2BOO poll: sets of Glasgow fans should have had
good cause to fear the inevitable backlash
in the following day’s newspapers. LikeWhat is your opinion on the booing of wise, both Rangers and Celtic fans should
Rangers players at Lansdowne Road:
have tuned into the post-match radio chatAcceptable part of football rivalry (57.7%) shows with real trepidation. How many
articles condemning these mindless acts
of ‘racism’, ‘bigotry’ and ‘sectarianism’
Silly behaviour but not racist (22.4%)
would we find? Would outraged Scottish
and English journalists demand the imUnacceptable racist behaviour (19.9%)
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We call on the FAI and UEFA to clarify the
following:

Is mise le meas,
E.F. — Secretary, Ok2boo

ok2boo offer to FAI
Tuesday 19th August 2003 - ok2boo suggested directly to Fran Rooney, CEO, Football
Association of Ireland, on Newstalk 106FM
radio that if he withdrew his comments about
Ireland/Celtic fans being racist, sectarian or
bigoted and acknowledges the fact that fans boo

Scotland - JCS march backs united Ireland
BY
C A R O L I N E challenges to David Trimble’s leadership, but
BELLAMY (this article the Unionists are only as strong as the British
appeared in the American allow. We will be mobilizing people to get this
left-wing newspaper Mili- message across, which will also empower
tant — please note that this them.”

newspaper should not be
confused with the now
defunct pro-unionist group- David Trimble is the leader of the Ulster Unioning that frequented left- ist party, the main party in the six counties in
wing circles in Britland) the north of Ireland occupied by London that

anybody to march or protest providing it stays
within the laws of the land.” In the neighbouring county of North Lanarkshire, councillors
banned a Republican march in the town of Wishaw on January 25, hours before it was due to
start on the pretext of “a threat of significant
disorder.”

Jack McConnell, the First Minister of the Scottish Parliament approved of the decision, saying
that when processions are used to promote sectarianism, he would expect the police to “take
defends maintaining Northern Ireland as part of action.” He has made no comment on the frequent Orange marches through the town.
EDINBURGH, Scotland — Up to 1,000 people the United Kingdom. Sinn Fein is the party
In a blow to this denial of democratic rights,
marched on June 7 in support of the fight for a leading the struggle for a united Ireland.
organizers have won an agreement to hold their
united Ireland and in memory of James Connolly, the Edinburgh-born revolutionary social- O’Broin pointed to the 5,000-strong demonstra- march June 14. “They’re trying to make us hold
ist and a central leader of the 1916 Easter Ris- tion to commemorate the 1981 hunger strike in it at 9:00 a.m.,” said a member of the Crossmaglen Patriots RFB from Wishaw, “but we’re
ing in Ireland. Accompanied by six flute bands Belfast on May 4 and the many mobilizations
across Ireland and in London and New York on pushing to have it later. I don’t think they’ll get
playing songs of the struggle and carrying the
May 29 to protest the cancellation of the elecaway with banning it at the last minute this
Irish tricolour, the Scottish saltire, and other
time.” TAL NOTE: The rearranged Wishaw
banners—including the Palestinian and Basque tions. “We’re also looking to make August’s
parade went ahead at the time and date speciflags—the marchers, who spanned generations, internment commemoration march following
the West Belfast festival big this year,” he
fied by North Lanarkshire Council .
confidently asserted their right to march
stated.
through the centre of the Scottish capital.
At the end of last year, McConnell pledged to
“end an attitude [sectarianism] which, like ra“This is the 10th anniversary of this march. Ten The Irish struggle takes on particular imporyears ago, the council said, ‘You’ll never have tance in Scotland as the Irish and those of Irish cism, is a stain on Scotland’s reputation.”
another republican march in Edinburgh.’ Well, descent are the largest immigrant group, makIn reality, this campaign has been a cover to
we’ve shown them and it’s because people like ing up about 16 percent of the population.
push back growing expressions of Irish nationyou are prepared to come out on the street,” Jim Large numbers migrated following the Irish
famine of the 1840s, settling mainly in the cen- alism.
Slaven of the James Connolly Society, which
organized the march, told the rally afterwards. tral belt between Glasgow and Edinburgh and
including these two cities.
“The focus on the Irish community is ironic,”
wrote Slaven in An Phoblacht/Republican
In 1993 the James Connolly Society broke a
News, “as it is our community that suffers disban on the march and went ahead with the dem- Systematic job discrimination on the basis of
religion parallel to that in Northern Ireland per- proportionately from intolerance and discrimionstration. The police arrested 50 people and
Slaven was jailed for refusing to pay a fine for sisted until recent years. Its legacy still divides nation. The victim community is blamed for
the working class today. A recent BBC poll
provoking the attacks.”
organizing an “illegal” protest.
showed that more than 13 percent of Scots had
experienced some form of “sectarianism”, with The British rulers push the notion that “both
“In 1994, the Society stood me in the council
elections on a republican platform to highlight Catholics four times more likely to be subject to sides are as bad as each other” in irrational religious hatred, a myth that allows them to pose as
the issue,” Slaven told the Militant. “By the end attack as Protestants. One in five of those afneutral arbiters and hide the reality that it is
of the campaign people were asking candidates fected were physically assaulted.
London that creates and benefits from divisions
on the doorstep why they were banning the
among working people. In this framework,
Connolly march. We also took the fight to them “I’m on the march because I like to be seen to
and held protests anywhere we could. It became be involved with things I believe in,” said Billy McConnell backed proposals requiring Catholic
Hughes from Granton in Edinburgh. “I’m half and other state schools to share facilities such as
more cost and trouble than it was worth for
dining rooms, assembly halls, and playgrounds.
them to maintain the ban.” Last year, the group Irish myself. I think Irish people are discrimiscored another victory by pushing back police nated against by the majority, labelled as terrorThe state has funded Catholic schools in Scotists or terrorist sympathizers.”
demands that they fly only one Irish tricolour
land since 1918. They now account for about 18
on the march. Despite provocative numbers of
“I’m in a flute band to support a 32-county so- percent of pupils in over 400 schools.
cops partly in riot gear, who made a show of
cialist republic of Ireland,” said Kelly who
examining flags, march stewards ensured that
plays in the Volunteer Tom Williams Republi- Though other state schools are routinely rethe event passed off successfully.
ferred to as “secular” or “non-denominational,”
can Flute Band. “What else can you do to be
they are in reality Protestant. A correspondent
involved?” A fellow band member who asked
Eoin O’Broin, Sinn Fein councillor for North
that his name not to be used said that he joined to the Herald newspaper recalled “visits by the
Belfast, addressed the rally. “Irish unity is gobecause, growing up, his was the only Catholic local minister, being dragged along to the local
ing to happen!” he announced to cheers and
kirk and singing from the Church of Scotland
applause. Referring to London’s cancellation of family in the close (apartment block). Prothe elections to the Northern Ireland Assembly British, anti-Catholic Orange flute bands would hymnbook.”
make a point of stopping outside and banging
that should have taken place on May 29, he
Damian Brogan and Lawrence Connolly exsaid, “The Good Friday Agreement is an essen- their drums to intimidate the family inside.
plained on the Connolly march that they did not
tial part of our strategy. Why else would they
cancel elections that would lead to further gains Orange marches and loyalist band parades con- agree that separate schooling caused sectarianism. “One of the reasons there was a separate
tinue to be a feature of life here.
for Sinn Fein? Because they don’t like the resystem in the first place was that Protestants
sults. They can run from us but they can’t hide.
wouldn’t have their children taught alongside
A season of marches was approved by West
When we do have elections our political stratCatholics,” Connolly said. “If they want to fight
Lothian council on March 25, the largest inegy will be there for all to see.”
sectarianism they have to admit where it comes
volving up to 12,000 marching through West
from in the first place. There are Catholic
Calder, a town of around 4,000 people. This
In a later interview O’Broin said, “People are
furious at what has been done. The British gov- was in spite of residents’ concern over the size schools all over the world and you don’t have
the same problems there.”
of the march and the consequent disruption.
ernment just said that ‘the results will not be
beneficial to the peace process’ and so they
cancel the election. They are worried about
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Local councillor Eddie Malcolm backed the
decision saying, “I will defend the rights of

James Connolly Society
* How many people attend your marches and how often are they held
Republican marches are held throughout the year and throughout the
country. Every month there are marches held to mark events in the republican calendar. From commemorations of republicans who have gave their
lives in every phase of the republican struggle from James Connolly and
Tom Williams to Billy Reid and Bobby Sands. These marches vary in size.
Some are local commemorations organised by the Republican Bands Alliance others are national events like the Connolly march in Edinburgh organised by the James Connolly Society. These range from a few hundred
to the ten thousand who took part in the twentieth anniversary of the Irish
Hunger Strike march held in Glasgow two years ago.
* What obstacles have you faced in arranging marches?
As well as organisational difficulties which any organisers of events on this
scale face it is true republicans have also had hurdles placed in our way by
political opponents. Organisers of our marches have been victims of
threats and intimidation from Loyalist and fascist groups. Our members and
supporters have also had to endure harassment from police and the media.
Recently mainstream politicians have supported calls from the far right for
our community to be denied our right to assemble and of political expression in places such as Wishaw. Our community has the same rights as
everyone else, no more and no less. Attempts to deny us our rights are
doomed to fail.
* Do you feel republican parades in Scotland exacerbate sectarian divisions?
Republican marches are not just non-sectarian they are anti-sectarian. Republicanism is an inclusive ideology. Religion has no place on republican
marches. Our events are political not religious. Our opponents oppose us
because of our political analysis which is based on the principle of equality.
Republican marches support a political philosophy which offers hope of a
better future for all the people of these islands. As the father of modern republicanism said, "We are for Catholic, Protestant and Dissenter."
* How do you view orange parades in Scotland?
It is our view that people have the right to march. Clearly we do not share
the Orange orders excusive doctrine. We view Orange marches as political. They defend all we wish to change about society: privilege, discrimination and triumphalism. We believe the Orange Order has the right to march
and like everyone else should do so with the consent of local residents.
* Do you feel sectarianism in Scotland is a major problem?
Sectarianism and anti-Irish racism is a major problem in Scottish society.
We need a grown up discussion about what the problem is and what it is
not. Most of what is described as sectarian is in fact anti-Irish racism. It is
quite unseemly to see middle aged, middle class male politicians rushing to
the television cameras to condemn as sectarian aspects of other communities culture they don't understand.
Irish republicans in Scotland are prepared to play our part in combating
sectarianism and racism in this country. We remain willing to work with others to this end. We understand better than anyone the need to do so. It is
after all our community that has been the victims of racism and sectarianism for over a hundred years.
* Is there anything else you feel needs to be said?
Irish republican groups have been involved in several anti-racist and antifascist groups over the last twenty years. We remain to the forefront of
those challenging racists on our streets. Very often it is the same people
engaged in racist attacks that oppose our events. This is no coincidence.
The connectedness between racism and sectarianism and between the
Orange Order and far right groups is well documented.
* The JCS can be contacted at: connolly.march@ireland.com

RTÉ’s ‘Old Firm’ Yawn
The best that can be said for this programme is that it
wasn’t as bad as it could have been. The Celtic fans
RTÉ interviewed were sober, reasonably articulate,
and careful to deny the suggestion that bigotry underlies our support for our club. While I did cringe at one
Celtic fan’s statement that he doesn’t hate “Protestants
who keep to themselves”, there is something to be said
for the fact that that’s the most bigoted comment they
could get out of our supporters. They had no trouble
finding a Rangers fan who openly admitted to his bigotry, though.
Unfortunately, the producers apparently felt that if
they could not find a Celtic fan to state that we are bigots, they would have to find someone else to do so enter Peter McLean of Nil By Mouth. By my reckoning he was given more air time than any other interviewee and he was scrupulously careful to blame both
sides equally, even to the point of ridiculous statements such as that both clubs are reluctant to take antisectarianism measures so as not to anger “10,000 people singing about hating or wanting to murder Protestants or Catholics”. He also referred repeatedly to
dead “Celtic OR Rangers fans”, not noting the fact
that, to date, of 10 sectarian murders accounted for in
Scotland, only one has involved a Rangers fan. Of
course that is one too many but it still means that
Celtic supporters and Catholics have been on the receiving end of 90% of the violence.
The narrator was no better, referring to fan violence
without mentioning its one-sided nature (although an
interviewee from the Six Counties was graciously
given air time to do so), and referring to the previous
weekend’s murder of Celtic supporter Jim Greenlees
as having arisen from a “row between rival supporters” - although eyewitness accounts describe him as an
innocent victim in the wrong place at the wrong time
wearing the wrong colours.
Members of the “Dublin Loyal” RSC were interviewed, complaining that they had to go to Drogheda
to watch the match because no pub in Dublin would
show it (maybe the Drogheda bhoys can explain that
one to me). Discussing the booing of Rangers players
at Lansdowne Road, one of them stated that Liverpool
fans do not boo Manchester United players at England
games. This statement is false - Christiano Ronaldo
was given just such treatment in a recent England vs.
Portugal game played at Goodison Park - but it went
uncorrected. In fact, although Enda (misidentified as
“Fran”) Fanning of ok2boo was interviewed for the
programme, neither he nor anybody else was given
right of reply to the complaints about the booing.
The overall impression that I got from the programme
was that the makers wanted very badly to prove how
sectarian BOTH sets of fans are, and it’s to our supporters credit that we didn’t help them to do so. For
the “neutral”, though, I’m not sure it would have made
that much difference. The idea that Celtic fans are just
as bigoted as Rangers fans has become so ingrained in
popular culture, it will take a programme truly interested in looking at the facts to change most people’s
minds on the subject. Sadly, but wholly unsurprisingly, this programme wasn’t it.
By Dubghirl
TÁL

War on terrorism bonanza
Uribe is just the latest corrupt and repressive Colombian leader to receive US support since the 1960s. With an uncooperative popular government in oil-rich Venezuela and a voracious need to control oil resources for its profligate world-polluting economy, the US government
has destined $98 million to help protect a Colombian oil pipeline. A
total of US$1.5 billion in military aid has been scheduled for the period
2002-2004. Colombia is the third-largest recipient of U.S. military aid
after Israel and Egypt.
In Colombia, poverty indicators are among the worst in Latin America.
One per cent of the elite owns 55% of the land. 15.7 million of Colombia's 44 million inhabitants are children, 39% of them in poverty. The
latest figures from UNICEF conclude that 67% of the total population
live below the poverty line (80% in rural areas). 11 million people live
in extreme poverty, unable even to feed themselves properly.

The Bogota Three

While the country goes hungry, President Uribe plays the "war on terrorism" card, tricking billions of dollars of aid from United States taxby Toni Solo
payers to attack his domestic opponents. Similarly, as part of the
When President Bush attends fundraisers in Miami he certainly needs to equally bogus "war on drugs" the US has waged widespread chemical
watch out for terrorists. But no worries - they're likely to be on the invited and biological warfare against hapless rural populations - to no avail.
guest list. Orlando Bosch and Virgilio Paz are just two prominent Miami Drug production in Colombia has actually increased.(5) Here, as in Iraq,
Cubans who were members of a US sponsored terrorist gang active when oil industry insiders like Vice-President Dick Cheney, President Bush
Bush Sr was their boss as head of the CIA.(1) Like his father and brother and National Security Adviser Condoleeza Rice unscrupulously use US
Jeb, George W. Bush too is politically associated with these unrepentant military muscle and aid to promote private business interests. Drugs and
terrorism are convenient pretexts.
terrorists.(2) Two other members of the gang, Luis Posada Carriles and
Guillermo Novo, are currently on trial on terrorist charges in Panama.
Leading US politicians are aware of the manipulation. In March 2002,
Rather than strengthen the rule of law President Bush has systematically US Representative Ron Paul member of the House International Relatrashed the very norms and institutions that uphold it. "Our terrorists" tions Committee and the Subcommittee on the Western Hemisphere
the imperial variety - are all right. No need to target them in the "war on spoke against a bill authorizing expansion of US intervention in Colomterror" which only applies to "foreign terrorists". "Our terrorists" harass
bia, "I was only made aware of the existence of this legislation this
the current convenient enemy - formerly in Nicaragua or Angola, always morning, just a couple of hours before I was expected to vote on it.
Cuba, now Venezuela - deal in drugs to pay for the networks, and serve
There was no committee mark-up of the legislation, nor was there any
as enforcers when the populations in other imperial "democracies" get out notice that this legislation would appear on today's suspension calenof hand.(3)
dar.....This legislation represents a very serious and significant shift in
United States policy toward Colombia. It sets us on a slippery slope
The Irish Connection
toward unwise military intervention in a foreign civil war that has nothing to do with the United States."
In the summer of 2001, three Irishmen were arrested in Colombia and
accused of terrorism as they left a zone controlled by the FARC armed
opposition group during a truce period. A look at the background to their The Bogota 3 case - the facts and the spin
plight exposes the US-UK coalition's hypocrisy on terrorism. Every sign
After September 11th 2001, the case against Connolly, McAuley and
is that the three men, now in prison in Bogota, are victims of a crude
Monaghan became a small but significant component of the US-UK
frame-up. They insist they were on a fact-finding visit carrying video
spinning of "the war on terrorism". The facts of their case are simple.
equipment so as to record material for use with organizations promoting
They are accused of travelling using false identity papers and training
peace back in Ireland.
anti-government FARC guerrillas. They admit the first accusation but
The men - Niall Connolly, Martin MacAuley and James Monaghan - are vehemently deny the second. The three insist they used false documents
all republicans who support the Good Friday peace agreement in Ireland. because they feared being harassed had they used their real identities to
MacAuley and Monaghan are ex-political prisoners. Both have promoted travel.
conflict resolution work since their release from prison. Niall Connolly is
The main charge is that of training FARC members in explosives and
a carpenter who has worked in community development and solidarity
mortar technology. Soon after their arrest, US embassy personnel tested
activities in Latin America since the early 1990s.
them and their belongings for explosive traces. The tests used equipBefore they were arrested, Sinn Fein was making steady electoral proment requiring special care with both calibration and with antigress throughout Ireland, and the Unionist leadership in Belfast was in
contamination procedures to produce trustworthy results. These procetrouble. At the time, the Ulster Unionists and British government were
dures were not followed and the tests showed positive. Subsequent tests
using the issue of disarmament to stall full implementation of the Good
carried out by the Colombian authorities using correct procedures proFriday peace agreement. In that context, the men's arrest was timely and duced opposite results.
convenient.
The only other evidence presented against the three is witness testimony
from two young men alleged to be former FARC members and who
For death squad and drugs kingpins - the velvet touch
were under Colombian army "protection" . Both so-called witnesses
Contrast the treatment of these three Irish solidarity tourists with that ac- testified earlier this year that at different times between 1998 and 2001
corded to Carlos Castaño, Salvatore Mancuso and Juan Carlos Sierra,
they witnessed explosives and mortar training by the three men. But all
leaders of the United Self-Defence Forces of Colombia (AUC), notorious three defendants have solid, respectable alibi evidence that places them
paramilitary allies of the Colombian military. In 1997, the US Attorney
outside Colombia on those dates.
General accused them of arranging to ship 17 tons of cocaine to the US
No technical evidence was presented in the case to justify claims of
and Europe. But no practical steps have been taken to arrest the three.
"skills transfer" of arms technology. There is no hard evidence against
In November 2002 it was revealed that the Colombian government under the three to contradict their explanation of their visit to the FARC zone
President Uribe was in "ceasefire" negotiations with Castaño and the
at a time when the ceasefire with the government was still in place. But
AUC. Uribe has close links to these narcotics dealing murderers.(4) Op- they are still in prison in Bogotá and face long sentences if convicted.
position Colombian politicians see the talks with the AUC as a prelimiThey are victims of "war on terrorism" political theatre orchestrated
nary to the formal integration of the death squads into the Colombian
through a lazy, complacent news media.
military. This move has the blessing of the Bush regime.
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Fiction and reality
The "war on terrorism" is the US government's justification for pre-emptive military attacks it deems necessary to
promote US business and economic interests. Some governments collaborate out of arrogance as supporting bitplayers, like the administrations of Tony Blair in the UK
and Jose Maria Aznar in Spain. Others cave in to US pressure, like the Irish government. This deep cynicism and
hypocrisy are nothing new.
Grotesque inequality in Colombia has caused forty years
of bitter, miserable conflict - a catastrophe with lessons for
everyone. The three Irishmen under arrest in Bogota took
an interest in Colombia before the "war on terrorism" confidence trick really began. Tony Blair's government has
used the men's predicament to deceive people about British policy in Ireland just as he, Aznar and George Bush
have lied about Iraq. Connolly, MacAuley and Monaghan
risk becoming forgotten pawns in this cynical geo-political
propaganda war.

Release the Castlerea 5
Picket the Irish Consulate

Randolph Crescent, Edinburgh Friday 31st October, 3pm
From October there will be a picket of the Irish Consulate in Edinburgh on
the last Friday of every month demanding the release of the Castlerea Five.
We are asking everyone to come along and show their support for the
prisoners. Below are the facts of the men's case.
There are currently five prisoners in Castlerea prison who are serving
sentences in relation to the killing of Detective Garda Jerry McCabe in Adare
on June 7th 1996.
Name

Toni Solo is an activist based in Central America .
Notes 1. Hernando Calvo Ospina, "Pinochet, la CIA y los terroristas
cubanos", 23 de agosto del 2003, www.rebelion.org. Ospina's essay
summarises evidence from many reliable sources that Bosch, Novo,
Paz, Posada and others were part of the US/Chilean supported
terrorist gang - at one time authorised by Vernon Walters, later US
representative to the UN - responsible for the following crimes among
many others:
* In 1974, the murder of Chilean General Carlos Prats and his wife in
Buenos Aires
* In February 1975 an attack on Chilean exiles Carlos Altamirano and
Volodia Teitelboim in Mexico.
* October 1975, in Rome, an attack against Bernardo Leighton a
Chilean dissident politician.
* March 1976. Failed murder attempt in Costa Rica against Chilean
dissident Pascal Allende.
* August 1976 after failing in a kidnap attempt on the Cuban
ambassador on Buenos Aires, the gang kidnapped and disappeared two
other Cuban diplomats.
* In September 1976, the murder of ex-Chilean Foreign Minister
Orlando Letelier and his American assistant, Ronni Moffit in
Washington.
* In October 1976 the gang bombed a civilian Cuban airliner causing
over 70 deaths.
2. Orlando Bosch was about to be deported from the US in 1988.
George Bush Sr. blocked it. His son George W. Bush had Virgilio Paz
freed from deportation custody just before September 11th
2001. Florida governor Jeb Bush relies on organizations that have
harboured and supported these terrorists - such as the National Cuban
American Foundation - to fund his re-election campaigns. For the
Posada Carriles connection see the report by Ann Bardach. July 12-13,
1998 New York Times.
3.Contractors playing increasing role in U.S. drug war. Tod Robberson
DALLAS MORNING NEWS. Sunday, 27 February 2000.
4. Doing the United States Dirty Work. Israel and the Colombian
paramilitaries. Jeremy Bigwood. August 15th 2003 www.rebelion.org
5. US Biological Terrorism in Colombia. How Dr. Mengele Might
Wage the Drug War. Jeffrey St. Clair. Counterpunch 2003 www.
counterpunch.com

For further details:
Bring Them
Home,
Colombia 3,
P.O. Box 8605,
Dublin,
Ireland.
Tel: 087 901 8147.
e-mail: colombia3@eircom.net
Bank Account: Bring them Home; The
Colombia Three, Bank of Ireland,
2 College Green, Dublin 2. Sort Code:
90-00-17 A/c No: 36665039.

Charge

Sentence

Kevin Walsh

Manslaughter

14 Years

Pearse McCauley

Manslaughter

14 Years

Jerry Sheehy

Manslaughter

12 Years

Michael O'Neill

Manslaughter

11 Years

John Quinn

Conspiracy to Rob

6 Years

Pearse McCauley is from Strabane, all the rest are from county Limerick.
Since the Good Friday Agreement was signed a total of 429 prisoners have
been released in the North and 45 have been released in the South. This
includes people convicted of incidents that happened after the Adare
robbery. The five Adare men are the only prisoners convicted in relation to
the incidents which happened before the signing of the Good Friday
Agreement.

The Dublin Government
The Dublin government, through both Bertie Ahern and John O'Donoghue are
on public record as stating that these five men will not benefit from the
releases agreed in the Good Friday Agreement. They have never argued that
they are not IRA prisoners, only that they do not come under the terms of
the Agreement. Mary Harney stated in the run-up to the general election that
the PDs would not be part of any government that released the men. The
appointment of a Progressive Democrat Minister for Justice in Michael
McDowell holds little hope of any real progress.
The reasons put forward by Dublin as to why the men will not be released
have changed since the signing of the Agreement. In response to a letter
from the Alliance Party in the Six Counties four years ago John O'Donoghue
wrote to them stating that the release of the men was impossible as it might
jeopardise the referendum on the Agreement.
They have continued to alter their explanations and their claims as time has
passed. Their refusal to implement the Agreement has widespread
repercussions. How can the Dublin government call on anyone to commit to
the Peace Process when they refuse to implement the Agreement they signed
up to and the Irish people voted for?

Support The Castlerea Five
The Castlerea Five need YOUR support. People in Scotland wishing
to help the campaign an do the following.
· Contact your local elected representatives and demand that they
support the full implementation of the Good Friday Agreement, with
particular reference to the plight of the Castlerea Five, as part of the
search for a meaningful resolution of the conflict.
· Write to the Justice Minister calling on him to support the full implementation of the Good Friday Agreement by releasing the Castlerea Five. Contact him at: Department of Justice, 72/76 St.
Stephen's Green, Dublin 2.
· Write to the men, send them your messages of solidarity and support. The address is: Castlerea Prison, Castlerea, Co Roscommon.
· Get involved in the campaign to free the men - Now!
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MATXINADA

North Belfast councillor
launches Basque book

Sinn Féin councillor for North Belfast, Eoin Ó Broin, made his publishing debut last week. After several years of research, Matxinada,
Basque Nationalism and Radical
Basque Youth Movements, was
launched at the Cultúrlann, on Belfast's Falls Road. The 300-page
book, published by Left Republican
Books, is the first work to chart both
the country's youth movements and
the last 30 years of conflict. To a
packed audience, Queens Sociology
lecturer Bill Rolston introduced a
short video demonstrating some of the
activities detailed in
the book. This was
followed by a reading from the book by
Ó Broin.
Speaking at the launch, the author said:
"Despite being the site of the last remaining armed conflict in Europe, little is
known about the Basque Country, its
people and its struggle for independence.
Moreover, the last 30 years have seen the
emergence of a vibrant and radical youth
culture at a time when young people
across Europe are turning away from
politics.' O'Broin's book sets out to provide
the reader with an introduction to
Basque nationalism and a chronology of
the last 30 years of conflict between the
Basques and the Spanish and French
states. It also provides the first history of
the various organisations and expressions
which constitute the contemporary radical Basque youth movements
Following the Belfast launch last week,
Matxinada will be launched in Dublin on
Thursday 18 August at 7pm in Connolly
Books. Launches will also take place in
Derry, Galway, the Basque Country, and
Scotland in the coming weeks.
Matxinada, Basque Nationalism and
Radical Basque Youth Movements, can
be bought at the Sinn Féin bookshops in
Belfast and Dublin or at other good
bookstores. The book costs £10 or ¤15.
Interview with Eoin Ó Broin

decide to write a book about the Basque Basque Country. There is a history of
Basque nationalism from the end of the
country and its youth movements.
19th century through to the death of
Eoin Ó Broin: During 1997 and 1998 I Franco. The longest of the general chapwas the National Organiser for Sinn Féin ters is an account of the conflict from
Youth. At that time we were developing about 1976 through the Socialists' period
a number of international relationships in power and covering the government of
with youth groups in England, Wales, Aznar right through to 2003.
South Africa, Catalonia and the Basque
Country. The strongest and most interest- AP: Is this the first book to deal with this
ing youth movements were in the Basque subject and period?
Country and particularly an organisation
called Jarrai (To Continue). It seemed to EÓB: Yes, in fact it is. Nobody has written
me that they understood that in order to about the youth movements at all, not
mobilise large numbers of young people, even in Basque or Spanish, which is rather
you had to take a youth-centred ap- strange. Given the drift by young people
proach. In fact, they were mobilising away from politics right across Europe,
thousands and thousands of young peo- you would think that someone would be
ple, through a very effective mix of radi- interested in the Basque situation as an
cal politics and popular culture.
anomaly. I also think that it is very
strange that no standard account of the
recent conflict exists in English. If you go
into any bookstore you will see a lot of
introductions to the Palestine/Israel conflict, or indeed to the situation in the
North of Ireland, but nothing on the
Basque Country. So Matxinada is the first
book to write about the youth movements and the first English account of poAfter several visits to the Basque Country litical developments from 1976 to 2003.
I realised that in fact Jarrai was just part
of a much broader and diverse youth cul- AP: How have you separated your own
ture, involving networks of illegal radio political views from those in the book?
stations, youth houses, rock bands, campaign groups, language groups and stu- EÓB: I haven't. I think it's very important
dents. So around 1999, I decided to write that this book is written from a standa short pamphlet about all of this, to point of solidarity with the Basque indemake people in Ireland aware of the pendence movement and the radical
radical Basque youth movements. How- youth movement. I make this very clear
ever, after a while I realised that a bigger from the very beginning of the book and
book was needed, in order to provide the make no apologies for that. Most books
reader with a history of Basque national- have biases or take political sides in one
ism and an account of the present conflict way or another. For me, the question is
with the Spanish and French states.
just to be honest about where you position yourself. Having said that, I have
AP: So Matxinada is about more than tried to make sure that a wide range of
the youth movements?
political actors are quoted from the left
and right of the Basque spectrum to the
EÓB: Yes, while the primary focus is on left and right of the Spanish state. The
the youth movement, I thought that it analysis is one which most radical left nawas important to provide the reader with tionalists would agree with, but that
a political and historical context in which doesn't mean that I exclude voices from
to understand developments in youth cul- other political positions.
ture. I also felt that while there is a lot of
solidarity with the Basque struggle I have also tried to present information
among Irish republicans, a lot of it is not which you would never find anywhere
based in any detailed understanding of else, especially about state violence and
the situation. This is primarily because repression, or the question of political pristhere is a lack of reliable information on oners. So Matxinada is neither an objecwhat is happening there. So about half of tive nor an academic book, it is a book
the book is devoted to the general situa- written by a political activist about other
tion.
political activists.

An Phoblacht: When and why did you There is a short introduction discussing ex- AP: So what have been your sources of
isting literature and journalism on the
TÁL

Basque Nationalism & Radical Basque Youth Movements
information?
EÓB: I have relied on three main sources
of information. Firstly, a small but valuable amount of historical research by specialist historians of Basque affairs. Secondly, lot of primary source material such
as newspapers, reports, magazines, etc.
And thirdly, I carried out about 30 interviews with spokespersons for a wide number of organisations and campaigns in
September and October 1999. These interviews form the basis of the two chapters
on the youth movements.
AP: I understand that some of these activists have been arrested since 1999?
EÓB: Yes, that's correct. 15 of the 30 interviewees have been arrested since 1999.
Of these, about ten are still in jail, awaiting trial, while the others have been released on bail and are also awaiting trial.
The charges against these young people
are really incredible. They are political
activists like myself, but they are being
accused of a whole assortment of things,
primarily around the question of
'supporting an armed organisation'. However, their real 'offence' is to be politically
active in the radical youth movements.
The strength of these movements is scaring the Spanish government, to the extent
that since 1999, they have enacted three
sets of laws primarily aimed at intimidating young people away from radical political activism. Most have spent between
one and two years in jail. In effect this is a
form of internment without trial, although in a more select form.
Organisations such as Jarrai are being
banned, their national executives jailed. A
new organisation springs up in its place
(such as Haika), which in turn is banned
and their new national executive is arrested. This has happened three times,
with Segi the most recent victim. Despite
all of this repression, however, Segi continues to organise and mobilise; it's quite incredible actually.
AP: The book also deals with recent
events?
EÓB: Yes, there is a chapter that goes
from 1976 through to this year. It traces
the political life of Spain after the death
of Franco and the rise to power of the
socialist administration of Filipe Gonzalez.
These were very bad years for the Basque
Country, particularly because of the
state-sponsored murder gang GAL. However, much of this chapter focuses on the

consequences of the rise to power of the
right after 1996. The present government
of Jose Maria Aznar has unleashed a
wave of repression since 1997, starting
with the imprisonment of the national
executive of Herri Batasuna and the closure of the daily newspaper Egin in 1997
and 1998.

only lead to more confrontation with the
state and greater levels of violence.

More recently he has overseen the closure
of the Basque language daily newspaper
Egunkarria and the illegalisation of Batasuna. This year's local elections, held a
few months ago, were the first to take
place since the death of the dictator
which saw a political party banned. There
have also been a large number of political demonstrations banned, under the
most spurious grounds. In fact, last weekend saw the first State of Exception declared (for 30 minutes) since the mid
1970s. A State of Exception means that it
is illegal to congregate in groups of more
than two people. And this measure was
taken to prevent a peaceful demonstration against the illegalisation of Batasuna.

AP: So the Basques need support more
than ever?

I really think that the next number of
years will be very hard ones in the Basque
Country. There will be a lot of arrests,
more torture, more legal sanctions and in
turn more violence. It is almost inevitable.

EÓB: There is no doubt about it. In some
ways, it is a little like Ireland during the
early 1980s. Aznar's government is like
Thatcher's in that regard - solely focused
on repression and more repression.

If the political situation is going to change
at all, then there needs to be more international pressure exposing the reactionary ways in which Aznar and his allies in
the Spanish judicial system are dragging
the Basque Country and indeed Spain
into deeper cycles of conflict. There needs
to be a realisation that what is going on
in the Basque Country has implications
The more you think about it, the more for us all. So the Basques need our soliincredible it is that at the start of the 21st darity more than ever.
century, in the European Union, a member state can erode the most basic civil There is a determined effort in the interliberties without a sound from the inter- national community to isolate and criminational community. The right to free nalise Batasuna and the political expresspeech is gone. The right to freedom of sion of left nationalism. Sinn Féin can play
assembly is gone. The right to vote is ef- an important role in making sure that
fectively gone. It's frightening and has se- that doesn't happen. Irish republicans
rious implications for us all. If one EU must continue to hold to the belief that
member state can do this, then so can the exclusion, criminalisation and censorship
are not acceptable, and in its place we
rest.
must promote dialogue and respect for
AP: How do you see the political situa- civil and human rights for all people.
tion in the Basque Country developing in
AP: Finally, what do you hope your book
the coming period?
achieves?
EÓB: It's hard not to be pessimistic at the
moment. This autumn will see the begin- EÓB: There are two things really. Firstly, I
ning of what is known as the Macro Su- hope that it enables people to undermario, which is the large legal case stand the situation in the Basque Country
against a number of political organisa- a little better. Like I have said, solidarity
tions. That will be followed by a slightly can sometimes be based on romantic
smaller set of proceedings against the ideas, not reality, but it is important that
various youth organisations that have when we support a people in struggle it is
been banned. These trials will last for a on the basis of the facts. Secondly, I think
while and could see a large number of that all struggles have somthing to learn
political activists receive large jail sen- from others. And we have a lot to learn
from the Basques, particularly in terms of
tences.
their radical youth culture. These objecIn addition, the newspaper Gara, which tives might be a little grand, but if even in
replaced Egin after it was closed, is begin- a small way people learn a little, then the
ning to attract the attention of the Span- book will have been worthwhile.
ish authorities and some of its staff fear
the worst. With no political party, no AP: One final question, what does Matxinewspaper, no youth organisations, what nada mean?
the Spanish government are doing is closing all of the political means of expression EÓB: You will have to read the book to
and organisation that the left nationalism find out.
This article first appeared in AP/RN
movement has at its disposal. This can
TÁL

Greetings from a Brigadista in Cuba
Hello TAL,
On reaching Cuba I joined the Jose Marti Brigade in a camp one hour south of Havana
with 230 comrades from all over Europe. The biggest cheer however came for the Japan
Brigade who’d made a gruelling 16hr flight to be here.

Readers Write
Celtic & TAL – Something Special
Dear comrades,
I recently found TAL on the web and really
enjoy it. In the increasingly commercialised
world of football, where working class fans are
completely marginalized, your no bullshit,
grassroots writing is a breath of fresh air. Standing in a proud Republican and anti-fascist tradition, Celtic and TAL are something special.
Although you have your differences, it's good
to see your support for the SSP, rather than the
(pro-business, pro-undemocratic EU) SNP. We
need something like Tommy's Trots south of
the border, to take on the scum BNP. The
fash are making a f*cking nuisance of themselves, and need sorting out.
Keep up the good work.
Tiocfaidh Ár Lá,
Mike
Keep up the good work against sectarianism
After reading about yet another attack on Celtic
fans after last Sundays (27/03/03) Old Firm
match at Ibrox I have been trying to find other
related incidents as this is, and has become a
regular past-time of bigoted, dangerous Rangers
fans and I have come across your Web-site and
others of it's like.....I would just like to say it's
good that people like yourselves are promoting
and publicising these horrific events...I couldn't
find a date on your article so I don't have any
idea when these events took place as it could
have been after any Old Firm match.
Keep up the fight...we can't let these events get
swept under the carpet. we must make people
sit up and take stock of these incidents and I
include Celtic fans in this, of whom many appear to hide their heads in the sand and ignore
the plain and sickening facts : Celtic fans are
being attacked and even murdered in increasing
numbers and no-one seems to be giving a
damn...not the authorities, the Police and even
our own club won't admit to their being a serious and grave problem...sorry to ramble on, but
i feel very strongly about this...if Asians or any
other minority group were being singled out for
violent treatment by any other single group
there would be uproar...but the silence after
these events is deafening.....
As I said previously well done.....
Hail Hail from a fellow Tim
From The Heart - Hertz Glorious Hertz
We are proud to be loyalists and proud to be
hearts fans all I can say is use (sic) lost the
league in gorgie so f*ck off - use disgrace our
Britain - tattie picking scum.
Neil Renwick - neilrenwick@blueyonder.co.uk

TÁL

Unfortunately there were only 3 from Scotland and 1 from Wales. We had to reluctantly
travel with the 23 Brits. However I found 17 Irish there. Phenomenal when you think of the
population sizes. Anyway the Brits, while on the surface all very pleasant and stuff, hadn’t a
clue about what to do politically back home. I soon got bored and teamed up with the Connolly Column.
Their banner is a belter. It’s a Cuban flag with a picture of Che, under which is written
‘Che Guevara Lynch’ and attached to the tricolour with James Connolly on it. It would be
good to see Scottish Cuban Solidarity Campaign gets its own brigade together and organise
a banner with the Saltire and MacLean the better.
Anyway, on a trip to Havana the Irish lads wanted to go and see the monument to the 10
H -Block martyrs that was opened 2 years ago by Fidel and Gerry Adams. Funnily enough
no Brits bothered their arses to turn up. I did and it was appreciated. We laid flowers and
Roberto our Cuban guide, who can also speak a bit of Irish, translated Fidel’s original
‘Tyrants quake at the bravery of such men’ speech. Touching moment. A couple of lads from
South Derry laid the flowers.
There are many on the left who say that Cuba is “nationalist” and not socialist. Well this
country sent 1.5 million people to Angola between 1975 and the late 1980s. They came for
nothing other than to help free Angola and strike a blow against apartheid. They left with
nothing other than their 1000 dead. That is a TRUE internationalist country and it needs no
red flag to prove it, just the Cuban one.
Viva Cuba
Oglaich
Powers that be ignore the real causes of bigotry McGowan’s gig on Exit fest here in Serbia. I

Isn't it time that the powers that be stopped
blaming Celtic supporters for causing mayhem
after Rangers get beaten? Has anyone collated
the actual statistics following a Rangers defeat,
which I suspect will show the true basis of sectarian violence and where it constantly lurks?
Then do likewise for Rangers victories over
Celtic - is there a significant difference? - you
better believe there is.
Yes, I am a Tim.
McT

‘One’s as bad as the other’…Yawn!
Having lived and witnessed all that goes on in
Scotland, I am disturbed that you paint a one
sided picture. From what I've seen, both sides
of the religious community are as bad as each
other. i.e. Celtic fans attacking Rangers fans
and vice versa. Why don't you try a more positive angle and look towards harmony instead of
portraying one side of the community as worse
than the other, because believe me, the extremists from both communities are equally to
blame. Yours etc, David Crawford

With love from Serbia

play in Tir na nOg and we had a gig recently in
Belgrade and few Irish people working here for
OSCE and other UN organisations were our
guests and they were disgusted when we played
Go on home, and called us ‘Nazis’ for supporting the IRA! I would like to mention that they
were welcomed very warmly, and we were unpleasantly surprised with their lack of manners,
they were our guests after all. Are the ‘nazis’
men who resist to those who let Irish children
be bullied on the way to school, or Serbian children being slaughtered in Kosovo? I really
would like someone to explain this to me and
my friends who are honest supporters of the
Irish struggle and Celtic.
Now for some brighter things... We were happy
with a draw for Champions league for Celtic
and the fact that our first game is in Munich. On
the other hand our national champions couldn't
get any worse. I hope that the Huns will fall
when they meet the other green-white team, the
Panathinaikos.
Our website should be ready in a few weeks
and you will be informed about it. To all the
Tims who want to know what’s around here can
mail me on: larsson@net022.net and also a
great salute for S.K. of Motherwell! Cheers for
now and all the best this season!
Marko

Hello from Serbia from yours truly Marko of
Belgrade's Celtic Crew CSC! Last time you
heard from us was 3 years ago and a lot of
things happened since then. We have overthrown Milosevic, but our country is slowly
being sold to major companies for peanuts; pay Love the magazine
is low and our prime minister was killed in
Dear Editor, I love the mag as it helps us Celts
broad daylight.
fans who cannot always get to the games keep
But our Crew works and grows! We have over up with what's going on both on the field and
1000 members and 3 Irish bands: the Orthodox off. It’s great. Keep on doing what you are doing.
Celts, Tir na nOg and the youngsters of Irish
stew. We were happy to attend Shane

Tom from Belfast

Gary Og &
Séan Lyons

Songs Of
Rebellion

Gary Og has long
been a TAL favourite and he’s played
at all of our TAL
Nights in Glasgow in
the recent past. It’s also great to see that Gary has
now teamed up with Big Séan, a well-known and
accomplished musician with many years of both live
and recording experience on the Glasgow Irish circuit. On this studio recorded album, Gary & Séan,
always a sure performers live, do not disappoint.
The choice of material is very well suited to that
rasping voice of Gary’s and his delivery of the
songs is excellent.

www.vsmrfb.cjb.net

I have to declare an interest here straight
away and say that some of the members of
this republican flute band are personal
friends of mine but that should not be interpreted as meaning that this review of their
CD will necessarily be biased. To start with,
I am not really a flute bands kind of person
and I’d much rather walk behind a band on
The CD kicks off with This Land Is Your Land - and a parade or see them raise the roof at a
the arrangement, including background harmonica, republican function than stick a CD on and
is first class. I was blown away by Gary’s delivery of wait for the neighbours to complain!

the next track, the Bobby Sands penned ballad
Back Home In Derry. As well as Gary’s voice being
at it’s very best on this recording, Séan’s musicianship is also clearly evident. The fusing of the two
make this an unforgettable recording. Okay, so
there’s only 10 songs on the CD, but I can assure
you that what it lacks in quantity is more than made
up for in quality. There is a sublime rendition of
James Connolly that is just about the best recording
that I have ever heard of the ballad… and there’s a
few about! What more can I say? In fact, If I say any
more we won’t be able to get Gary & Séan’s heads
through the doors of the Cladda at the next TAL
Night! Maybe the songs would not be everyone’s
first choice when they are looking for a rebel album,
but let’s face it, the rest have already been done
and what would be the point in Gary & Séan just
simply reproducing the same repertoire time and
time again? There’s already ample evidence of their
live recordings - Gary, both solo and with Éire Og
and Séan with the Blarney Pilgrims. Songs of Rebellion is a really great album that will become essential to the record collections of all republicans.

However, this CD is actually really good. It’s
ideal for someone like me as well because
not only does it have 16 of the band’s best
flute & drum performances, it also includes
4 bonus tracks; 2 from the Irish Brigade
(Harp Without A Crown & Cieron’s Song)
and 2 from Shebeen (Grace & The Dying
Rebel).

Celtic Freedom
Tiocfaidh Ár Lá
Celtic
Freedom
are a Liverpoolbased group with
a good reputation
among both Liverpool and Celtic
supporters in the
Merseyside area.
So good is their
reputation
that
they are booked
right
up
until
2005. On this
their first CD they stick to the rebel standards and their
style is very much reminiscent of the WolfeTones and
The Irish Brigade (they have since released two other
CD’s - to be reviewed in the next issue of TÁL) . There’s
16 tracks on this album including James Connolly, Flight
of Earls, Men Behind The Wire, Fighting Men of Crossmaglen, Provo’s Lullaby, Gibraltar 3, Green, White &
Orange, This Land Is My Land, Town I Loved So Well,
Loughall Ambush, Supergrass, Dying Rebel, Fenian
Record Player, Roll of Honour, Soldier’s Song, and a
Country & Western style version of Billy Reid (I’m not too
sure about that one lads but it is certainly a unique version of the ballad!) This CD is available direct from TAL
for £10 (inc p&p). Make cheques payable to ‘CSC’ and
send to TAL Books, BM Box 266, London, WC1N 3XX

Mike Fox
Go On Home

Anyone who has seen the Maxi RFB perAnother Irish balform on the floor of the Cladda Club at TAL
lad singer based
Nights or in various marches, republican
in the north-west
functions and pubs in the Glasgow area
of England, Mike
could not fail to be impressed by the bands
Fox usually percommitment and their ability to get a crowd
going. Their performances at republican
forms on his own
socials are as memorable as the ballad
but for the pursingers and groups that play them. If you
pose of recording
like rebel music and you like the flutes and
this CD he put a
drums you will not be disappointed with
band together and
this CD. Tracks include: Billy Reid/Séan
the result is pretty
South, Dying Rebel, Pearse Jordan, James
good. His choice
Connolly, Aiden McAnespie, Hughes Lives
On/Roll of Honour, Hugh Coney, One Shot
of songs is one
Paddy, Bobby Sands from Belfast, People’s that would please most Celts and includes the title track
Own MP, Kevin Barry, Two Brendans, Far- Go On Home plus; Broad Black Brimmer, Crossmaglen,
well To Bellaghy, Séan’s Song/Lying Eyes,
Banna Strand, Black & Tans, Rockall, Séan South,
By Talman
The CD’s tracks: This Land Is Your Land, Back Amhran na bhFiann.

Home In Derry, Black & Tans, James Connolly,
Rifles of the IRA, The Town I Love So Well, McIlhatton, Terrorist or Dreamer, Broad Black Brimmer
& The Ballad of Roger Casement. You can buy it at
the next TAL Night or from The Brazen Head. Talman

Order it from TAL for £12 inc p&p and the
band will despatch it to you. Cheques payable to ‘CSC’ please - and send to: TAL
BOOKS, BM BOX 266, LONDON, WC1N 3XX.

James Connolly, Galway Girl, Fenian Record Player,
Boys of the Old Brigade, Joe McDonnell, Tiocfaidh Ár
Lá, On the One Road. We don’t have much info on Mike
except that he plays around the folk circuit in the Preston, Blackpool and Bury areas of Lancashire . By Talman

TÁL CELTIC PARTIES COMING UP IN
2004
Celebrate the New Year and another famous victory (!?!)
with the Vol. Séan McIlvenna RFB and guests.
Saturday, 3rd January, 2004
At The Cladda (Up ‘n Down Club)
Westmoreland Street, Queen’s Park, Glasgow.
Bands to be announced in next issue of the fanzine Published in December.
(The New Year Party is jointly organised by TÁL Fanzine and the VSM RFB)

TÁL Fanzine Presents A Celtic Party in Belfast
Saturday, February 7th, 2004
With bands from Ireland and Scotland
TÁL

Gary Og, Paddy Rooney, RFB flutes & Drums

Tiocfaidh Ár Lá — Celtic Party — Old

Spirit Of Freedom

Cladda Club, 18th October 2003, 7pm

